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Introduction:
Johanson Technology offers downloadable S-Parameter libraries for our RF Capacitors, EMI 
Filters, and Inductors. These are available in series-through or shunt-through configuration  
for all sizes. Series-thru configurations are typical for power transfer or DC block circuits where 
shunt-thru are mostly bypass or filtering networks. Positioning the capacitor in either of these 
configurations is shown to have different RF behavior. Johanson has made every effort  
to ensure that our data is accurate, replicable, and comparable to today’s industry-standard.  
The published data is intended to make it easier for designers, students, and engineers to model 
the component behavior as would be measured on the first prototype. 

It is necessary to include calibration when measuring S-Parameters for various reasons:  
To avoid measurement errors, to separate effects of the transmission medium from the  
Device Under Test (DUT), and to account for imperfections that cause non-ideal results. 
Johanson uses a pre-measurement correction system Thru-Reflect-Line (TRL) and a 
Grounded Coplanar Waveguide (GCPW) with via stitching as the transmission medium.  
The overall measurement is made on the Keysight N5230A Vector Network Analyzer from 
300KHz – 20GHz. The following text will outline the overall measurement method used for 
S-Parameters as well as a brief overview of its operation.

Structure:
TRL calibration is a pre-measurement error correction method used to provide high accuracy 
measurements of our DUTs. Through various 2-port measurements, a full 12-term error 
model can be determined for VNA calibration. By applying a through, open (reflect), load  
and transmission lines with a known characteristic impedance, a broadband calibration kit  
is developed. Johanson uses a high-performance dielectric for fabrication consistency  
and to calculate time of flight delays within the medium.

A grounded coplanar waveguide is a signal conductor between two ground conductors above 
a dielectric layer, with an additional ground layer below the dielectric. By utilizing a copper pour 
and ground plane, the design provides additional shielding along the trace and more isolation 
compared to microstrip. The impedance of the GCPW is primarily controlled by the gap between 
the conducting trace and coplanar grounds, which is designed to be 50 Ohms. GCPW was 
chosen over microstrip due to the lower radiation loss and dispersion at higher frequencies.

S-Parameter Measurements
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Plated through 
via holes are 
used to connect 
the top and 
bottom ground 
planes while 
behaving as 
a “microwave 
wall” within the 
waveguide. 
Johanson 

Technology uses via stitching or a “via 
fence” to improve bandwidth of the GCPW.

Tapering is used to help match the width of 
the conducting trace to the SMA launch pins. 
Typically, the pins from the SMA launch add 
additional capacitance to the measurements, 
however, by tapering or narrowing the trace, 
inductance is added to the board. Tapering  
is used to optimize performance and improve 
the overall match. Metal backers are also 
used for thin board (~0.010” thick) support 
when connecting RF cables.

Measurement Method:
1. Calibrate Keysight N5230A  
 VNA to SMA Cables 

2. Perform TRL Calibration 

3. Measure Multiple DUTs 

4. Average Measurements

5. Post-Process and Save

LINKS   S-Parameter Downloads  |  Ask A Question  

S-Parameter Measurements
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